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About the Organisers
UKSEDS
UK Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (UKSEDS) is the
UK’s national student space society. For over 30 years they have been
supporting students and young professionals across the country by running
events, providing resources, and teaching new skills.

Space Universities Network
SUN aims to enhance the quality of learning and teaching by providing support and resources to the higher education space science and engineering
community. We wish to help create a skilled workforce of graduates who can
meet the challenges of future space exploration.
SpaceProjects.uk is supported by the UK Space Agency
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Introduction
In the final or penultimate year of their degree, students have to complete a
lengthy individual project, and space-related topics are rarely available.
We provide the framework for students to do their project with a space
organisation, and advertise projects proposed by space organisations to
students nationwide.
The space sector is one of the fastest growing sectors in the UK. Employers,
however, often highlight a lack of skilled graduates, and students, a lack of
opportunities to get experience.
This scheme has been created to give students this crucial experience, and
has been designed upon feedback from several academics, space industry
professionals, and students.
We encourage interested students, industry professionals, and academics to
read all of this guide to gain an appreciation of each other's interests and
responsibilities.
Note this is a pilot phase for the scheme, and we would appreciate any
feedback you have throughout.
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Benefits for Hosts
Bringing theoretical and methodological knowledge from university, students
can assist with work ranging from conducting analyses, to preparing
strategies, to developing new products.
Benefits to the host extend beyond the time of the project itself, from
improved awareness, recruitment, and ties with universities.

Faster Progress
Get projects done you don’t have the time or resources for.
New Ties
Form links with a universities’ teaching and research environments for future
opportunities.
Better Recruitment
Introduce students to your organisation with a view to potential future
employment, and improve recruitment from a new insight into the knowledge
of students from various degree programmes.

Benefits for Students
Projects are available in a variety of disciplines on a rolling basis throughout
the year. Through a collaboration, you have a lot more to gain compared to a
standard project, and will draw on the benefits during and after your degree.
Practical experience
Try out your ideas and knowledge in a real life project.

New skills
Learn how to do work alongside a professional organisation.
Professional experience
Gain experience that will strengthen your professional profile.

Job insights
Discover what you might want to work in after graduation and improve your
job prospects.
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Responsibilities
Host organisation
The host organisation is responsible for coming up with a suitable project
(following the provided template) and conducting the final selection process
to choose the student(s) they want to carry out the project.
The host must assign a fixed supervisor for the student, who will provide:
•

•
•

A half-hour online meeting with the student at least once every
month, with more frequent meetings recommended depending on
the project.
Responsive email support between meetings on matters related to
the contents of the project.
The data, information, and resources that are required by the
student.

Other responsibilities of the host include:
•
•

Completing the template Project Agreement and gathering the
required signatures.
Working out how the student will use/access any required
resources such as software and files.

•

Reimbursing any expenses incurred by the student.

•

Providing an NDA if desired (both for students and academics).

University supervisor
The academic supervisor is there to make sure the student is on track during
the project and that their learning objectives are being achieved, and to
provide guidance on the project process and write-up. They are also
responsible for ensuring the project is assessed.
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Student
The student is of course responsible for carrying out the project - a major
component of their degree. Prior to applying to do the project, students must
get the support of an academic who will act as their academic supervisor to
support the student alongside the host supervisor should the student be
selected to do the project.
As it is part of their degree, students are encouraged to discuss the scope of
the project with the host to make it best fit their ideas and interests. Once the
project starts, students should plan tasks and inform their host supervisor of
progress at regular meetings.

To finish the project, students must submit a written report to their university,
and, in most cases, also give an assessed presentation to a panel of
academics.

SpaceProjects.uk team
Our website provides a central location for students to view available projects,
and through our networks we can ensure a wide distribution of the projects to
students and academics across the UK.
For host organisations, we’ve created this proposal form that helps to ensure
projects will enable students to hit their required learning objectives. Once the
advert is ready, we’ll advertise it within a week.
If the host wants us to, we can conduct an initial selection process to narrow
down their applicants to three or more. After this, the final selection is down
to the hosts.
When the host has selected their student(s), we also provide a project
agreement template which outlines the details of the project and
responsibilities of the student, host, and university supervisor.
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Host

Our Team

Students

University

Submit proposed
project
Review project
proposal
Alter project
advert if needed
Advertise project
View projects
Confirm with module
lead the project is
suitable
Find an academic
willing to supervise
Apply to project
Conduct sift of
applications

Send applications
to host
Conduct final
selection process
Liaise with student
to complete project
agreement

Sign project
agreement

Fill in their
sections on project
agreement
Sign project
agreement

Sign project
agreement

Start project

Supervise student

Arrange kick-off
meeting with student
and university
supervisor
Supervise student

Complete project
Ensure project is
assessed
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Individual projects are one of the most important opportunities for learning skills that
will be invaluable in the workplace, and this
is even more powerful linked to a real industry problem. We are excited to work
with SpaceProjects.uk to support students
in preparing for employment and answering
the biggest challenges facing the industry
today.
Andrew Bacon, Co-Founder and Chief
Designer, Space Forge
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Planning Tips for Hosts
As a host supervisor, there are several things you should know and do to
ensure the project will run smoothly. The following advice has been gathered
from people in academia and industry who have experience of joint projects.

Timing
Projects can be proposed on a rolling basis throughout the year, with any
application deadline and start date. However, for you to have the best chance
of finding a suitable student, we recommend following the typical university
semester and project timelines, roughly outlined below.

Exact deadlines and rules for students for selecting projects vary slightly
between universities.

Postgraduate
Masters

Undergraduate
Semester 1 only

Semester 2 only Semester 1 and 2

Semester 2

Propose project

February to April

June to Aug

February to April

September to
November

Student application
deadline

May

September

May

December

Students selected

June

October

June

January

Project start

September/
October

January/February

September/
October

March/April

Project end

January/February

May/June

May/June

August/
September

When you submit a project proposal, the proposed start by date, project
duration, and application deadline must be included. Students will then only
apply if the dates are in line with the timings at their university.
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Scoping the Project
Scoping the project correctly is very important, so we recommend that you
start planning at an early stage. Try to describe the project in as much detail
as possible, so you can create the best match between you and the student.
At the end of the project, students have to be able to “tell a story” of the work
they have done and how they have done it. Projects need a clear goal, and the
complexity and difficulty of the tasks must match what can be expected of a
student within the agreed period. The project should offer enough challenge
to be rewarding, and enable the student to apply knowledge acquired from
their studies.
Because the project is part of the students degree, it needs to meet the
academic standards of their programme. There are different types of learning
objectives in the various degree programmes, however, most learning
objectives will be flexible enough to allow the student and the host to make
specific agreements regarding the tasks involved that suit both parties.

It is up to the students to ensure that it is suitable, but note that the selected
student(s) could make adjustments to your initial proposal.
Since there is no guarantee on a project being selected or completed
successfully, mission-critical or time-sensitive projects are not
recommended.

Proposing a Project
Our project proposal form has been designed to help you outline the project in
the level of detail that typical academic projects are described. Following it
should make for a quick process of acceptance, but we can work with you to
help get all the details in. Follow this link to propose a project.

If you wish, and have the resources, you can propose multiple projects, or
select multiple students for the same project.
In the majority of cases, projects are performed entirely remotely. Whether
remote or in-person, there are various resources the student may need. When
proposing a project, you need to have a plan in place for how the student will
access any files, data, or computer software they will require (and have these
when they begin) - for example, will you provide a laptop, can they remote in
to your system? Note that students cannot use software provided by their
university for commercial purposes, and may not be able to download certain
software on their personal laptop.
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Selecting Students
Students apply to the projects through the form on our website. They have to
answer three standard questions and upload their CV. Once the deadline has
passed, we can either send you all the applications for your project, and then
the selection process is entirely down to you, or we can conduct a pre selection and send you who we feel are the best applicants, for you then to
make the final selection. When submitting projects, we ask you to tell us how
many you would like to be sent (the minimum is three), and if you have any
specific criteria for the initial selection process.
Once you have selected your student(s), it is then your responsibility to gather
the information to complete the Project Agreement (another template we
provide) and ensure it is signed by all parties.

How to be a Good Industry Partner
Students will share their experiences - good or bad - with their peers, so you
want to paint your company in a good light. Here are some tips for being a
good supervisor!
•

Provide regular feedback to help the student feel valued and
increase the standard of their work

•

Be responsive to emails so the student can stay on track
Be flexible with the direction of the project depending on the
student’s skills, progress, and interests

•
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Intellectual Property and Confidentiality
In a normal student project, the copyright and other intellectual property
rights of traditional student projects are vested in the student. When a thirdparty is involved, that third party (i.e. your organisation) may acquire the IP
rights.
The template Project Agreement defines the rights being vested in the
student as the default. However, you may wish to set up your own IP
arrangements with the student/university.
There may also be some information that you want kept confidential. Clauses
exist in the Project Agreement to protect confidential information, and again,
any additional restrictions you require will be your responsibility to organise
with the student and university, for example, through a non-disclosure
agreement.

Five Key Things to Remember
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1)

The more you put in the more you get out

2)
3)

Students have to be able to tell a story at the end of the project
The project forms a large part of the student’s degree so is
important

4)
5)

Project timing should align with the university semesters
Students learn a lot from the project process - they won’t have all
the skills at the start and there is no guarantee the project will be
successful

Planning Tips for Students
Preparing to Apply
The key to making this a success is you being proactive and thorough when
communicating with your university. Start preparing early, and find out all the
information you need to apply.
Your requirements
Familiarise yourself with the academic requirements for an individual project.
These are usually stated in the module description. You need to have
knowledge of learning objectives, examination requirements, the project
report, rules for approval by the university, deadlines, and intellectual
property rules.

We recommend talking to your project module lead as soon as possible. Your
department may already have specific rules in place for this sort of
collaboration so it’s worth researching these beforehand.
Your goals
Work out what you want to get out of the project, and be clear on your
expectations for it. Often, projects based around practical problems need a
practical solution that can live on after the end of the project. Simplicity is
often better than technical complexity in these cases.
Your supervisors
Before you apply, you need to get the support of an academic who would act
as your academic supervisor if you were to be selected by the host
organisation to carry out the project. They don’t need to be experts in the
technical content of the project - they are there to guide you through the
process of conducting and writing up the project.

They will also be able to help you make sure that the scope of the project
fulfils the intended learning outcomes for the project module at your
university.
Your supervisor at the host organisation will guide you through the technical
completion of the project and answer any specific questions related to its
content.
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Preparing for your Project
Everyone involved in the project is keen to see it executed to the best of your
abilities. Before you start your project, your host organisation will arrange a
meeting with you and your academic supervisor to make sure everyone is on
the same page and make initial plans for the project.
Your host supervisor may roughly know what outcome they expect, but not
exactly how you will get there. The goal is for you to get to an answer that is fit
for purpose, but it need not be perfect. This is a different approach to problem
solving than you may be used to.
As with any project, you should be ready for a long process with ups and
downs. You need a positive attitude, support, persistence, and self management. Before you start, think about any projects you have done in the
past. What did you learn during those projects and what kinds of actions led
to positive results? Also think how you can use what you’ve learnt in your
taught modules, but common sense goes a long way too!

Five Key Things to Remember
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1)

Your main goal is your examined deliverables

2)
3)

You and the company do not necessarily share the same interests
You are representing yourself as a student and a (future)
professional, the SpaceProjects.uk programme, and your University as a whole

4)

Voice any concerns you have, and if in doubt, ask your supervisor

5)

Be inquisitive and committed

Our Commitment to EDI
No student should be at any disadvantage compared to others when taking
part in this scheme. Several measures have been put in place that aim to
prevent this from happening:
•

•
•

•
•

•

Projects can be proposed on a rolling basis.
It is the host's responsibility to provide students with any
resources they require, e.g. software licences.
The student's affiliation will be removed from their application to
remove the risk of hosts showing bias towards students who study
at universities they have worked with in the past.
The student's name will also be removed from their application to
avoid unconscious bias.
If a host wants no pre-sifting, we will pass them all their
applications after the closing date rather than giving them access
to view them as they come in. This will remove the possibility of
them choosing one of the first that is submitted without looking at
the later applicants. Similarly, in any sifting that we do, we will not
look at any applications until the deadline has passed.
Hosts will also be advised of inclusive recruitment practices.

Contact Us
If you have any questions or are interested in being involved, we’d love to
hear from you. You can reach our team at spaceprojects@ukseds.org
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